
  

 

Administration
understand what makes an 
organization function; 
strategize, plan; good at 
effective efficiency

>thorough >organized

>efficient>objective

Apostleship
start/oversee development 
of new churches, ministry 
structures; has mission 
vision

>adventurous
>entrepreneurial 
>adapting    >risk-
taking

Craftsmanship
creatively design and/or 
construct items used for 
ministry; skilled with 
hands 

>creative

>handy

>resourceful

>practical

Creative 
Communication

communicate God’s truth 
through variety of art 
forms; in fresh ways

>expressive

>imaginative 

>artistic   >unconventional

Discernment
distinguish between truth 
and error, good/evil, 
pure/impure motives; 
determine authenticity 

>perceptive
>insightful 
>sensitive
>truthful



  

 

Encouragement
“to come along side of”, 
present truth so as to 
strengthen, comfort, urge 
to action

>positive  >affirming

>motivating

>supportive

Evangelism
effectively communicate 
the Good News to others 
with clarity & conviction 
adapting as needed

>influential  >candid 

>sincere >confident

Faith
act on God’s promise with 
confidence; trusting in 
God’s ability to fulfill; 
constant trust attitude

>prayerful
>assured 
>hopeful
>inspiring

Giving
contribute resources to 
work of God with cheer 
and liberality; manage 
and limit own well

>resourceful

>disciplined

>charitable

>stewardship-minded

Healing
to be God’s means for 
restoring people to 
wholeness; show His power 
in prayer/touch/speech

>compassionate
>prayerful  >full 
of faith >obedient

Helps
accomplish practical and 
necessary tasks which meet 
needs or support others; 
often behind the scenes

>available >willing

>reliable >helpful



  

 

Hospitality
“love of strangers”, care 
for people by providing 
loving environments and 
connecting with others

>inviting >caring

>gracious >warm

Intercession
consistently pray for or 
on behalf of others, 
seeing results; aware of 
spiritual battles

>advocate
>peacemaker>bur
den-bearer
>sensitive

Interpretation
make known the message of 
one who is speaking in 
tongues, glorifying God, 
edifying the Body

>sensitive
>responsive 
>obedient
>wise

Knowledge
bring truth to the Body 
through biblical insight 
or a revelation; enables 
the Body to better serve

>inquisitive

>observant

>reflective >studious

Leadership
casts vision, motivates 
people to accomplish 
purpose of God; models 
the values

>diligent >visionary

>motivating

>trustworthy

Mercy
cheerfully/practically 
help the suffering and in 
need; “compassion moved 
to action”

>empathetic

>caring >kind

>compassionate



  

 

Miracles
authenticate ministry and 
message of God through 
powerful deeds which 
glorify God

>bold 
>authoritative 
>God-fearing 
>convincing

Prophecy
reveal truth and proclaim 
it for understanding, 
correction, repentance, 
and edification

>compelling

>outspoken >convicting

>uncompromising

Shepherding
nurture, care for, guide 
people toward maturity 
like Jesus; establishing 
trust and confidence

>nurturing
>discipling 
>protective 
>relational

Teaching
clearly explain and apply 
the word of God to help 
others grow; leads to 
greater obedience

>perceptive 
>teachable 
>analytical 
>articulate

Tongues
speak, worship, pray in 
unknown language

>sensitive 

>prayerful 

>receptive

>devoted 

Wisdom
applying the truth in a 
practical manner; provide 
divine solutions during 
conflict and confusion

>sensible 

>experienced 

>insightful

>wise 


